
People are talking about... 

HiRise for MacBook

 
"There’s no shortage of stands for laptops, but we’ve 
never seen one as useful or beautiful as the HiRise for 
MacBook from Twelve South. The HiRise secures that 
gleaming laptop on the pedestal it deserves, with style 
and grace. The best part? It places the screen at a more 
comfortable height for your viewing pleasure, working 
with an external keyboard and mouse for a more 
desktop-like experience." 

     – Mashable 

"For avid MacBook users looking for a more ergonomic 
way to work, this is easily one of the best solutions out 
there."  

      – Engadget 

"The arms cushion your MacBook with a layer of soft silicone that also provides traction and 
keeps your Mac from slipping off. If aligned just right, the stand seems to disappear and 
leave your MacBook floating next to the display." 

      – 9to5 Mac 

Learn more about HiRise for MacBook at twelvesouth.com

https://www.twelvesouth.com/product/hirise-for-macbook
http://mashable.com/2012/11/17/hirise-stand/
http://www.engadget.com/2012/11/01/twelve-south-hirise-for-macbook-stand-shipping/
http://9to5mac.com/2012/11/01/hands-on-with-twelve-souths-new-hirise-adjustable-macbook-stand/


"The HiRise is elegant. It looks great. It feels solid. But 
that’s not what matters. No, what matters is the fact that, 
once I placed my MBP on it and connected a full-size 
keyboard and mouse to it, the stand disappeared; my 
neck strains did too! And for me this is another Twelve 
South home run."  

      – Gear Diary 

"For anyone who uses their MacBook as a primary machine with a monitor, keyboard and 
pointing device, the HiRise for MacBook is a perfect solution for aligning the monitors to the 
same height and giving you some additional storage space on your desktop."  

       – TUAW 

"Not only is the screen boosted up six inches, to optimal viewing height, but this also jacks it 
up to the level of any external monitors you might be using, making them eye-pleasingly 
aligned. It also allows for increased air flow should you have a hot-running machine, and can 
improve your chances of attracting a partner by 200% (this last “fact” is a lie)."  

       – Cult of Mac 

"A solid and stylish stand that makes sense for anyone who spends time working on their 
laptop sat at a desktop. Combined with external keyboard and mouse, typing, particularly, is 
a more pleasant and productive experience, one that should also improve posture and limit 
aches and pains."  

       – MacWorld UK 

Learn more about HiRise for MacBook at twelvesouth.com

http://geardiary.com/2012/11/12/twelve-south-hirise-for-macbook-review/
http://www.tuaw.com/2012/11/01/twelve-south-hirise-for-macbook/
http://www.cultofmac.com/199392/twelve-south-hirise-levels-up-your-macbook
http://www.macworld.co.uk/review/mac-accessories/hirise-macbook-review-3408936/
https://www.twelvesouth.com/product/hirise-for-macbook

